
News New Articles: The Kiss of the Divine- Learning to Breathe  The Kiss of the Divine Part 2 - Carrying the HeartWe are posting Great Videos How to do Bandhs, Breath, Asana's correctly on www.youtube.com & www.YogaWithSimran.com GuruPrem interviewed by Dr.Soram Khalsa of the Khalsa Medical Clinic Beverly Hills, in his Podcast, check it out! Dr.Soram's Podcast  Release of GuruPrem's NEW Book Published by KRI!  "Everyday Devotion - The Heart of Being"     Now available at    Everyday Devotion  ' Everyday Devotion - The Heart of Being' GuruPrem's 3rd book is a bit of an autobiography of parts of his life and how he became and is continuing to become his name, GuruPrem Singh Khalsa. It is filled with stories from his transformation, of learning and lessons, of pain, discomfort, joy, finding his destiny and walking the path he walks, the life of a devoted Sikh, a family man, a Kundalini Yoga teacher, a man walking towards his destiny ', The book has something for everyone, meditations, breathing exercises, stories, philosophy, yoga, and we tried to make it Elevating, Entertaining, Empowering, Educational and hopefully get you to Exercise!                The Heart Rules!  The follow up book to Divine Alignment, it shows how to modify for your current flexibility and level many asana as well as  includes a album of mantra and music download! Simran & GuruPrem are singing and chanting the songs and mantras used in the book. www.amazon.com      Pictures from the Master Class at  YARD Yoga Alliance Red Deer, Canada Photos by SharleneStarr  Listen to Heal MeThis  entire Album: Heal Me, was done as my personal prayer for healing and  redemption. Though made up of multiple songs, it is meant to be enjoyed  as a complete experience, from beginning to end.  When listened to in  this way, the songs weave a tapestry of deep and manifold healing.  It  is my hope and prayer that my journey of healing is conveyed through  this music and that each listener can be healed through the sound and  vibration that has been created.  This album has many stories  associated with the songs and the nature of the Siri Singh Sahib/Yogi  Bhajan's poetry.  Every song is a story; stories relating to Yogi Bhajan  and my relationship with my spiritual teacher.  For those of you who  never met Yogi Bhajan, as well as those of you who did, you might find  these stories of our creative collaborations valuable and hopefully  entertaining.  Read the stories.  Blessings, GuruPrem   Praise for Heal Me:  "This is totally fly!" "The opening track 'Creation',is the most amazing Long Ek ong kar I have heard, Wow!" - SatKartar "That was gorgeous!" - Guruka  "This is really beautiful!"  - Sant  "Wow! Simran's voice is a hidden treasure!"  - GuruShabd S   NOW available on iTunes, bandcamp & CD available on June 20th  www.spiritvoyage.com  Simran Kaur Khalsa is Guru Prem Singh's wife of almost 10 years.  She was one of the first American Sikh's born.  Her parents are Sat Jivan Singh & Kaur, the Directors of Kundalini Yoga East in New York City.  She has been doing and teaching yoga her whole life.  She spent 9 years at school in India and now her daughter is there in her 4th year at Miri Piri Academy. For the past 10 years she has been part of Teacher Training's all over the world teaching the basics, fundamentals, postures and correct Alignment.Simran teaches a class at Yoga West in Los Angeles.  She teaches a gentler class to allow people to begin to learn to sit with comfort, stand correctly, breath better and do an Asana practice with ease.  Divine Alignment begins with a Smart Navel, Open Heart, Empty Head and a slight hint of a smile in all that you do.  This allows for a challenging but smooth Yoga practice where the 'Fun'damentals are emphasized and the postures are built around the core(Navel point)  This practice allows for people to progress quicker, without injury or strain, gaining strength, flexibility and a joy of the journey. Her teaching schedule is:Yoga West 1535 S Robertson Blvd, LA, CA 90035   Wednesdays     6:30pm
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